Surface Pro 4
Surface Pro 4 is the most productive way to get the
versatility of a laptop and a tablet in one device. With
exceptional performance that’s engineered to run Windows
and Office perfectly, Surface Pro 4 is the best way to
experience advanced technology from Microsoft.
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The versatility of a laptop
and tablet in one
Brilliant 12.3” high resolution, PixelSense ™
display for crisp text and lifelike image with
precise touch response.
Run full Windows apps like Adobe®
Photoshop2, Chrome and iTunes, along with
touch apps like Kindle.
Integrated multi-position Kickstand and
improved click-in keyboard3 with a range of
colors to choose from.
Beautifully made and ultra-thin, and has the
same proportions as a piece of paper.
The ports you need: USB 3.0 for all your
accessories, microSD for extra storage, and
Mini DisplayPort

Exceptional performance
Laptop-grade 6th Gen Intel Core m3, i5 and i7
processors for a fast experience.
Up to 9 hours of video playback.4
Dolby speakers for amazing, high-quality
sound.
Take fantastic photos and videos with the 5MP
front-facing camera and 8MP autofocus rearfacing camera.

A great device for work
Surface Pro 4 is the best device for the professional on
the go. It has all the power of your laptop, but is light
like a tablet and has all day battery life. Designed for
getting work done, Surface Pro 4 has a stunning
display, meticulously crafted with a precision finish that
will look great in any meeting.

Runs Windows & Office
perfectly plus the apps you
need
Windows 10 is a familiar combination of all
the best Windows features yet, so you’ll feel
like an expert from the get-go.
Runs Office desktop programs like Word,
Excel, and PowerPoint with an amazing touchfirst experience for Office 3655 customers.
Use Windows 10 the way you want, optimized
for touch, mouse, voice and pen.
Get creative and run the full Adobe® Creative
Cloud6 with ease.
Write directly on web pages and easily share
in the all-new Microsoft Edge browser.

Surface Pro 4 is great for
professionals but
remember, everyone is
unique. Always sell to
Size, Speed, and Price.

Advanced technology from
Microsoft
Surface Pen feels as natural as a real pen on
paper with precision ink on one end and an
eraser on the other.
Even when Surface Pro 4 is asleep, click your
Pen and you’ll have easy access to a blank
OneNote sheet.
Click and hold the top of Surface Pen to
activate Cortana 7, the personal digital
assistant ready to help whenever you need.
With Windows Hello, sign in easily by just
looking at Surface Pro 4.

Surface Pro 4 Accessories for everyone.

Surface Pro 4 Type Cover

Office 365

Packs the speed and functionality of a laptop
keyboard and doubles as a cover to protect your
Surface. The click-in keyboard comes in bold colors
with bright, backlit keys for any lighting condition.

From home to business, Office delivers the tools you
need – like Word, Outlook and Excel – to get work
done. Office runs perfectly on Surface Pro 4, and with
the Surface Pen, you can even markup documents and
make notations.

Surface Dock

Wireless Display Adapter

Surface Dock converts your Surface Pro 4 into a desktop
workstation. It takes up minimal desk space while a single,
flexible cable delivers power and connects to your favorite
peripherals: external monitors, Ethernet, full-size keyboard,

Wirelessly project everything that’s on a Surface Pro 4
to a monitor or HDTV from up to 23 feet away.

Surface Pen

Surface Mini DisplayPort to VGA
and HDMI Adapters

Get the most natural writing and drawing experience
on a tablet with Surface Pen, now with 1,024 levels of
pressure sensitivity. Available in three vibrant colors.
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Surface video adapters let you share photos, video and
presentations on the big screen. They’re compatible with the
Surface family and plug into compatible devices, like monitors
and projectors.

Type Cover and Office sold separately. 2 Adobe® Photoshop sold separately. 3 Keyboard sold separately. 4 Up to 9 hours of
video playback. Testing conducted by Microsoft in September 2015 using preproduction Intel Core i5, 256GB, 8 GB RAM
device. Testing consisted of full battery discharge during video playback. All settings were default except: Wi-Fi was
associated with a network. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors. 5 Office sold separately.
6
Adobe® Creative Cloud sold separately. 7 Cortana available in select global markets at launch; experience may vary by
region and device.

